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prepare for an exciting career opportunity
Kelly Scientific Resources® wants to assist you in advancing your career objectives, which is why we’ve developed a list of some
of the most commonly asked interview questions—and effective responses you’ll want to know. With nearly 60 years of experience
interviewing and being interviewed, the Kelly® team has the expertise to guide you successfully through that upcoming interview,
and straight to your next exciting career opportunity.

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF?
Be ready to spend about two minutes answering this question. Begin
wherever you feel comfortable: high school, college, a prior position.
This is your opportunity to speak logically and clearly about yourself—
and to share a particular accomplishment or attribute that makes you
a valuable employee.

IS THERE A SITUATION IN THE PAST IN WHICH YOU
TOOK THE INITIATIVE?
A motivated, results-oriented employee knows what to do without
being told. Describe to the interviewer situations in which you exhibited
a strong work ethic or creative abilities that helped you overcome a
particularly challenging situation.

TELL ME ABOUT YOUR BIGGEST ACCOMPLISHMENT.
Your response here is critical. Focus on your hard work, commitment to
long hours or ability to work under pressure. Describe a recent challenge
and how you were involved in the solution through working overtime, a
leadership role or other contribution. Try to present an accomplishment
you feel might apply to this new position.

CAN YOU THINK OF A SITUATION DURING YOUR CAREER
THAT WAS PARTICULARLY EMBARRASSING? HOW WOULD
YOU HANDLE THE SAME SITUATION TODAY?
Your answer will show that you are able to learn from past mistakes.
Be honest about a particular failure, but be sure to talk positively about
the lesson you learned from it.

WHY DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE JOBS?
Discussing major problems within the company, or sharing the fact that
the company is being bought out or shut down, is acceptable. Never
criticize a past employer or co-workers. A safe answer is that you feel
you can no longer make a contribution because of extensive changes
at the company.

ONE OF OUR COMPANY’S BIGGEST CHALLENGES IS…
HOW WOULD YOU DEAL WITH THIS?
Begin by asking for more details before trying to answer this question.
It’s helpful to try to break the challenge into sub-challenges, in which
you may have prior experience. Tell how you would deal with these
areas, and try to summarize with the method you would use to solve
the overall problem. This is a great opportunity to present your analytical
and organizational skills.

WHAT DID YOU LIKE / DISLIKE ABOUT YOUR LAST POSITION?
Your answer will give the interviewer an idea of whether or not you are
a good fit for this position. Avoid admitting that you didn’t like working
overtime or you had a conflict with the company’s management team.
Instead, put a positive spin on your answer by saying you enjoy
challenges and growth opportunities.
IN WHAT WAYS ARE YOU QUALIFIED FOR THIS POSITION?
Focus on a few requirements of the job and how you can meet these
requirements through your particular skills and experience. Highlight your
management experience, a technical skill or a personal success story.
DESCRIBE YOUR MOST IMPORTANT STRENGTHS.
Identify five strengths you feel are most in line with the position for which
you’re interviewing (e.g., technical skills, management experience.)
Describe each strength using a brief example of how you successfully
applied that particular strength to a work situation.

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN IN SITUATIONS INVOLVING DIFFICULT
CO-WORKERS, TIGHT DEADLINES OR INADEQUATE
RESOURCES? HOW DID YOU HANDLE THESE SITUATIONS?
This is where you can discuss effective management skills and your
ability to handle various challenges. Describe your most difficult
management task and the skills you used to deal with it, such as
organizational and interpersonal skills, your perseverance and diplomacy.
WHAT WOULD YOU CHANGE ABOUT YOUR CAREER
IF GIVEN THE OPPORTUNITY?
Your answer to this question requires honesty. The interviewer wants
to know if you’ll be happy in the position, and whether you are
motivated enough to make changes in order to get what you want
out of your career.
WHAT ARE YOUR CAREER GOALS?
Don’t mention goals you know are most likely not attainable. Give
realistic answers, such as a management promotion in three to five
years. Consider your past (did you rise quickly or travel a rocky road?)
and use this as a guideline for what seems reasonable.

HAVE YOU ACCOMPLISHED SOMETHING YOU DIDN’T
THINK WAS POSSIBLE?
This question will allow you to prove your integrity, work ethic or
commitment to achieving a goal. Be prepared to give an example
of how you accomplished a significant challenge without giving up.



MOST IMPORTANTLY, WHY SHOULD WE HIRE YOU?
Take this opportunity to reveal your organizational skills, positive attitude
and confidence. Restate some of the key aspects of the job (which
you’ve gleaned from the interview) and describe the traits that make
you an ideal candidate for the position.
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